
May 3, 2023

Dear BCA Families,

The Board is pleased to announce the appointment of Ms. Andrea Hutchins as

our new Head of School (HOS), effective immediately.

Over the last fifteen months, the Board has prayed fervently for the Lord’s

guidance in finding and choosing the right candidate for this crucial role at BCA. We

held several interviews with candidates locally, across the country, and even across the

ocean; careful time and thoughtful consideration was taken in our search process. As

our interim HOS for the 2022-2023 school year, Ms. Hutchins rose to the top through

her endless support and selfless love for our staff and students. We are thankful that

she felt called to assume a more permanent senior leadership role at BCA.

Ms. Hutchins brings a unique set of skills to BCA including experience as an

educator and administrator, extensive knowledge of the Classical Christian model,

superb curriculum development abilities, and an admirable vision for BCA’s future. If you

haven’t yet had the joy of speaking with Ms. Hutchins, one thing will become apparent

when you do - she wholeheartedly loves the Lord and takes pride in being His disciple.

In her cover letter, Ms. Hutchins shared this beautiful sentiment: “I am reminded that

anything good that has happened in my life or through my work, is only because of

Christ in me. He is my only boast and He has transformed my life. The life I now live in

the flesh, I live by faith. Yes, I love BCA and all her people. But, that love can only exist

because my heart ultimately belongs to One and it is Him whom I serve.”

Please join us in congratulating Ms. Andrea Hutchins as our new HOS.
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